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Abstract
Modern software-based systems are highly configurable and come with a number of configuration options that impact the performance of the systems. However, selecting inappropriate values for these options can cause long response time, high CPU load, downtime, RAM exhaustion, resulting in performance degradation and poor software reliability. Consequently, considerable effort has been carried out to predict key performance metrics (execution time, program size, energy consumption, etc.) from the user’s choice of configuration options values. The selection of inputs (e.g., JavaScript scripts embedded in a web page interpreted by Node.js or input videos encoded with x264 by a streaming platform) also impacts software performance, and there is a complex interplay between inputs and configurations. Unfortunately, owing to the huge variety of existing inputs, it is yet challenging to automate the prediction of software performance whatever their configuration and input. In this article, we empirically evaluate how supervised and transfer learning methods can be leveraged to efficiently learn performance models based on configuration options and input data. Our study over 1,941,075 data points empirically shows that measuring the performance of configurations on multiple inputs allows one to reuse this knowledge and train performance models robust to the change of input data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first domain-agnostic empirical evaluation of machine learning methods addressing the input-aware performance prediction problem.
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1. Introduction

Most modern software systems are widely configurable, featuring many configuration options that users can set or modify according to their needs, for
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instance, to maximise some performance metrics (e.g., execution time, energy consumption). As a software system matures, it diversifies its user base and adds new features to satisfy new needs, increasing its overall number of options. However, manually quantifying the individual impact of each option and their interactions quickly becomes tedious, costly and time-consuming, which reinforces the need to automate how to study and combine these options together. Software reliability can be largely degraded if inappropriate configuration options are selected or if ageing-related bugs such as configuration-dependent memory leaks remain undetected.

To address these issues, researchers typically apply machine learning (ML) techniques to learn performance models from the selection of configuration options and/or software modules. Conversely, with an accurate performance predictive model, it becomes possible to predict the performance of any configuration, to find an optimal configuration, or to identify, debug, and reason about influential options of a system. A recent survey synthesized the large effort conducted in the software engineering, software variability, and software product line engineering communities.

However, the performance variability of a given software system also obviously depends on its input data, e.g., a video compressed by a video encoder such as x264, a program analyzed by a compiler such as gcc, a database queried by a DBMS such as SQLite. All these kinds of inputs might interact with the configuration space of the software. For instance, an input video with fixed and high-resolution images fed to x264 could reach high compression ratios if configuration options like mbtree are activated. The same option will not be suited for a low-resolution video depicting an action scene with lots of changes among the different pictures, leading to different performance distributions, as for input videos in Figure 1. The interplay between input data and configurations has not caught a great attention in the literature. It is a threat of practical interests, since performance models of configurable systems or software product lines, can be inaccurate and deprecated whenever a new input data is processed.

Recent works empirically show the significance of inputs (also called workloads) when predicting the performance of configurable systems and software product lines. Pereira et al. showed that the performance distribution of 1152 configurations of x264 heavily depends on the inputs (19 videos) processed. Practically, a good configuration can be a bad one depending on the processed video; some configuration options have varying influence and importance depending on videos; a performance prediction model can be inaccurate if blindly reused whatever the video. Recent empirical results of Mühlbauer et al. and Lesoil et al. over different software systems, configurations and inputs demonstrate that inputs can induce substantial performance variations and interact with configuration options, often in non-monotonous ways. As a result, 

\footnote{Videos 1 and 2 are extracted from our dataset (Animation_1080P-5083 and Animation_1080P-646f).}
inputs should be considered when building performance prediction models to maintain and improve representativeness and reliability.

![Figure 1: The performance prediction problem](image)

Figure 1: The performance prediction problem: how to predict software performance considering both configurations and inputs?

Measuring all configurations for all possible inputs of a configurable system is the most obvious path to resolve the issue. Given a potentially infinite input space, it is however either too costly and infeasible in practice or impossible. ML techniques are usually employed to measure only a sample of configurations and then use these configurations’ measurements to build a performance model capable of predicting the performance of other configurations (i.e., configurations not measured before). However, these measurements are obtained on a specific input and are already costly to compute. Systematically repeating this process for many inputs would explode the budgets of end-users and organizations. The inputs add a new dimension to the problem of learning performance models. The combined problem space (configuration and input dimension) requires substantially more observations and measurements. It further increases the computational cost, since it requires running configurations over many input samples. The available budget end-users can dedicate to the measurements of configurations over inputs is limited by construction. Hence, the challenge is to learn an accurate performance model, aware of configurations and inputs, with the lowest budget.

Several input-aware approaches can be envisioned. The first is to learn from scratch a performance model, whenever an input is fed to a configurable system. Many works target the scenario where users build their own performance models for their own inputs and workloads [21, 60, 52, 3]. Unfortunately, users need to measure a sample of configurations for building a new prediction model each time a new input should be processed. The computational cost can be
prohibitive as it occurs in an *online* setting (at runtime). There is no reuse of past observations, knowledge, and performance models. Another second approach, at the opposite of the spectrum, is to pre-train in an *offline* setting a set of performance models for different inputs and configurations (as, e.g., proposed in [11]). The upfront cost can be high but can pay off since these models are systematically reused when a new input comes in. In the example of a configurable video encoder, performance models could be learned offline and reused each time a new video (input) is fed. The advantage is that users typically have only a small budget and cannot make additional measurements at run-time. The counter-part is that pre-trained models can have forgotten some inputs and be (much) less accurate than a performance model trained specifically on an input. At least, it is a hypothesis worth studying. In between, a third approach is to use both online and offline settings through transfer learning [52, 26, 4, 37, 68]. Certain transfer learning methods were originally intended to handle changes in computing environments, not actual inputs’ changes, necessitating the development of new techniques that could effectively leverage specific input characteristics [25, 08, 26, 43, 07, 53, 24]. The principle is to adapt existing performance models (pre-trained in an offline setting over multiple inputs and configurations) thanks to additional measurements gathered over a specific input to process. The hope is to transfer the model with very few measurements at run time.

In this article, we study and compare the cost-effectiveness of these three input-aware approaches over a large dataset comprising 8 software systems, hundreds of configurations and inputs, and dozens of performance properties, spanning a total of 1,941,075 configurations’ measurements. The distinction between offline and online learning has not received much attention yet (e.g., most works only apply either "offline" or "online" learning), certainly because of the lack of consideration of input data that can significantly alter the accuracy of predictive performance models of configurations, as is empirically shown in the rest of the article. We also consider the peculiarities of inputs (i.e., their properties) to guide the transfer or reuse of pre-trained models. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first domain-agnostic empirical evaluation of ML methods addressing the input-aware performance prediction problem in both online and offline settings.

Our contributions are as follows:

1. We perform an extended *comparative study* of performance model training approaches, including supervised learning as well as transfer learning. We also present their costs and error levels when addressing the performance prediction problem;

2. We provide guidelines to the user who faces a performance prediction problem and propose a learning-based solution based on her constraints and resources, i.e., based on a trade-off between costs in offline and online settings.

3. We publish the code, the dataset, and the results of this paper online\(^2\) as a

\(^2\)See the companion repository at [https://github.com/simula-vias/](https://github.com/simula-vias/)
basis for future work on predictive performance models.

2. Problem

As measuring the performance of each software configuration and input properties takes time and is computationally costly, we define three different scenarios based on user personas that have distinct levels of resources (i.e., time and computation power). These scenarios lead to different learning strategies: a model pre-trained on multiple inputs used only as-is (offline learning); a model trained on a single input whenever an end-user processes an input (supervised online learning); a model pre-trained on multiple inputs but that will be adapted via transfer learning by an end-user. These three learning strategies have pros and cons and are further evaluated in the rest of the article (see Section 4).

2.1. User Persona (UP)

Performance prediction of software configurations has several interests for organizations, individual users and developers of configurable systems [21, 52, 23, 26, 68, 67]:

• prediction is interesting per se since users know the performance value they will get and this quantitative information is actionable. It allows users to determine whether it reaches a certain limit (or is within acceptable boundaries) and take informed decisions. For instance, users could know that the configuration $c_1$ of video encoding will be 56 s (less than 1 min, acceptable) while the configuration $c_2$ is 589 s (more than 10 min, unacceptable).

• prediction can help explore tradeoffs by (de)activating some options and see the concrete, quantitative effect on performance. Users are usually not optimizing w.r.t. one dimension (e.g., execution time) but have also technical constraints related to output quality (e.g., users do not want to alter much video quality and avoid using mbtree in x264) or other metrics in mind (e.g., size of the output). Developers can also explore the configuration space to pinpoint inefficient performance and hopefully of some configurations;

• interpretable information can be extracted out of prediction models, like feature importance or interactions across features [40, 60, 12]. This information is useful for users and developers in charge of configuring, maintaining or debugging configurable software systems.

In these three cases, inputs can dramatically alter performance distributions and thus lead to inaccurate performance prediction if the specificities of input are not taken into account [41, 44]. Hence, UP can adopt different strategies to
adapt the performance model, with different computational costs and quality of
performance predictions.

Let us consider UP $\mathcal{A}$ which is in a rush and has to quickly deploy configured
software solutions to its customers. Luckily, some already trained models were
made available online and can be used to make predictions, although they are
not directly contextualized for UP $\mathcal{A}$'s application. Because fitting customer
needs must be fast, UP $\mathcal{A}$ will directly reuse one of the prediction models as-is;
\textit{i.e.}, there will be no adaptation made whatsoever. Consequently, the computed
performance predictions can be of poor quality, something that remains accept-
able for UP $\mathcal{A}$. Typical examples of UP $\mathcal{A}$ include start-up company engineers
or fast prototyping developers, and R&D software developers that can reuse
pre-trained models and want to quickly reason over performance prediction of
their configurable systems.

In contrast, UP $\mathcal{B}$ is not in a rush and has high expectations regarding
customer satisfaction. $\mathcal{B}$ typically wants to retrieve the best predictions so
that she/he can recommend configurations fitting the users' needs. To do so, $\mathcal{B}$
creates a prediction model on-demand specifically tailored to the provided input.
Typically UP $\mathcal{B}$ corresponds to software engineers from large companies, which
face high expectations in software capitalization and quality of service and can
absorb the cost of building a performance model per input and workload.

Ultimately, UP $\mathcal{C}$ is committed to high standards, but $\mathcal{C}$ wants to quickly
deliver high-quality software configurations. To do so, $\mathcal{C}$ wants to find a trade-
off between the two previously-identified personas. $\mathcal{C}$ is likely to spend effort
finding a pre-trained performance prediction model (or training it by using
multiple inputs) so that the model can adapt to various cases. Note that in
this case, even though most of the training cost is already high, $\mathcal{C}$ wants to
tailor the model to customers' specific inputs to provide high-quality predictions.
Examples of UP $\mathcal{C}$ include organizations or individuals capable of adapting
pre-trained models based on the additional measurement of configurations over
specific inputs.

2.2. Prediction Strategies

Based on these different UPs, we can distinguish several strategies for train-
ing and obtaining a performance prediction model.

\textbf{Offline learning (rely on a pre-trained model.)} UP $\mathcal{A}$ relies on a
previously trained model, that is, a model which provides predictions before
$\mathcal{A}$ comes up with an input sample. In this case, $\mathcal{A}$ is only using a pre-trained
model and does neither fine-tune the model nor retrain it nor else apply any
kind of transfer learning. The model is trained on a combination of multiple
software configurations and multiple input samples. We follow an input-aware
setup similar to the technique proposed in [11] for a compiler of the PetaBricks
language. In practice (and it is the main advantage of the method), UP $\mathcal{A}$ does
not need to compute new configurations' measurements. $\mathcal{A}$ simply passes an
input sample to the trained model that provides a prediction by computing and
leveraging input properties (see hereafter, in Section section 3.1.2). Eventually,
\( \mathcal{A} \) sends the predictions to the customers. This “pre-trained model” setting advantageously reduces the computational load over UP \( \mathcal{A} \) that does not need to measure configurations. To exploit the model, only the input’s properties need to be computed and concatenated to the configurations’ descriptions used for training. (Inputs’ properties are specific to an application domain and many examples are given in the next section). The model can then be queried and all the retrieved predictions can be exploited directly. UP \( \mathcal{A} \) does not control the training process and the quality of the training set (consisting of a selection of software configurations and inputs) meaning that the selections may be poorly distributed over the input space. Similarly, while querying the model, the provided input may be out of distribution, which can possibly result in weak predictions and choices.

**Supervised online learning (train a model on demand.)** Related to UP \( \mathcal{B} \), the goal is to control as much as possible the quality of the prediction. In this setup, \( \mathcal{B} \) does not rely on a pre-trained model (there is no cost in the offline setting) but rather builds a performance prediction model on-demand, in an online setting. For that, \( \mathcal{B} \) has a pool of preselected software configurations ready to be executed with the desired inputs (\( i.e. \), those coming from the customers). Another option is to have access to a software configuration sampling procedure. As soon as the input comes up, the first step consists in evaluating the performance of each selected software configuration using that input. Then, the prediction model is built and further predictions can be queried. Note that, unlike the previous strategy, only the desired input sample matters here, and thus there is no need to discriminate among inputs and compute input properties. The learned model is thus specific to the provided input, yet, predictions are expected to be more accurate than those from UP \( \mathcal{A} \) (\( i.e. \), as the input diversity dimension of the problem disappeared). Yet, it supposes that UP \( \mathcal{B} \) has enough resources available to perform both the measurements and the training of the system before being able to provide predictions. Thus, in an online setting where predictions must come almost instantaneously, this strategy is probably inadequate. Also, the model is trained on-demand and for a specific input only. If multiple requests from different customers arrive at the same time, then the model will be re-trained again and again. This prevents sharing knowledge from different models and prevents capitalizing on previous training. Traditional statistical learning techniques (\( e.g. \), [21, 60, 52, 3]) can be used. It boils down to address a regression problem each time a new workload or input is considered.

**Transfer learning (adapt pre-trained model).** Finally, UP \( \mathcal{C} \) wants to answer best to his customers but cannot afford on-demand full training prediction models. A suitable strategy would be to leverage the bigger cost that can be left to organizations that can provide general prediction models, and adapt, on the fly, a model to the specific input that is provided. This way, the out-of-distribution and quality of the selected software configurations and inputs for training problems would be mitigated. The adaptation would then require the general model to be retrieved so that parameters can be modified. The idea is not to retrain completely though. Two different methods can be
Approach | Description of the approach | Offline cost (Offshore Organization) | Online measurement cost (User) | Input properties | User Persona
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Supervised online learning | Train performance model on demand, from scratch, each time a new input is fed to the configurable system | None | High | No | A
Offline learning | Use a pre-trained model over measurements of multiple configurations and inputs. Input properties are used to make the prediction (in an online setting). | High | None | Yes | B
Transfer learning | Adapt a pre-trained model for a new targeted input. It requires to gather fresh measurements of some configurations over the input (in an online setting). | Medium | Medium | Yes | C

Table 1: Comparison of the different approaches to learn input-aware performance models of configurable systems.

used to adapt models, the first one is fine-tuning, such that the model weights can be adjusted quickly to the incoming input; the second one is “transfer learning” [52, 26, 4, 37, 68] to find a transformation between the data distribution the model was trained for, and the data provided by C’s customers. Transfer learning can be applied for several use cases without necessarily making changes to the original model, thereby providing additional flexibility.

In the context of this paper, we focus on transfer learning as it addresses the out-of-distribution problem. Some transfer learning techniques have not been designed to operate over actual inputs’ changes, but rather changes of computing environments [25, 68, 26, 43, 67, 33, 24] (e.g., hardware or versions). Hence, we had to design transfer learning techniques capable of leveraging the specifics of inputs. The idea is to compute a transformation allowing the transfer of the prediction capabilities from the inputs used for training to the one that comes from C and vice-versa. For that, C relies on a pre-trained model as does UP A. Yet, as the input comes for the customer, the input’s properties are sent to the model for prediction and in the meantime, C actually measures the performances of the configurations that are used for training on the new incoming input. Measured performances and predictions can then be compared to retrieve a mathematical transformation that can be applied to the pre-trained model to minimize prediction error. As said previously, the main advantage is to start from a rather general prediction model and simply adapt it. Yet it requires retrieving the model along with the software configurations that were used for training. In the end, the effort is split among online and offline settings, and between (1) the creation of the original, general model and (2) UP C that has to compute the adaptation. Table 1 sums up how efforts are split between online and offline settings, UPs, and model providers for the three different prediction strategies (offline learning, supervised online learning, and transfer learning).

2.3. Research Questions (RQs)

Accounting for the variety of UPs and prediction strategies, we spell out the following three research questions (RQs):

RQ1. How do different machine learning algorithms compare for establishing a relevant performance prediction model? The production
of a relevant predictive performance model involves the selection of the most appropriate algorithm for that task. To address this question, we quantify the errors and the benefits of tuning hyperparameters of several relevant algorithms used in the literature. We also compare these results with a non-learning approach to the problem, used as a baseline for comparison.

RQ$_2$. How to select an appropriate set of inputs for training a performance prediction model? Prior to the prediction, we have to select a list of inputs whose measurements will form the training dataset. We call this process input selection. RQ$_2$ investigates what choice of input selection technique (e.g., all inputs, random selection of inputs, most diverse inputs) leads to the best results in terms of performance prediction. Depending on the offline budget, we propose and compare various input selection techniques.

RQ$_3$. How does the number of measured configurations affect the performance prediction models? Since inputs and configurations interact with each other to change software performance, input selection is sensitive to the sampling of configurations i.e., in the way we select the configurations used to train the model. To answer RQ$_3$, we train performance models fed with different numbers of inputs and configurations.

3. Experimental protocol

To respond to these three research questions, we designed an experimental protocol based on the following data (Section 3.1) and prediction models (Section 3.2). This section also provides details about RQ1 (Section 3.3), RQ2 (Section 3.4) and RQ3 (Section 3.5).

3.1. Data

3.1.1. Dataset

We reused the measurements from 8 configurable systems and their inputs, as they are introduced in [34] and referenced in the companion repository.

Different elements are shown in Table 2. The total number of measurements taken for a software system is equal to the number of configurations multiplied by the number of inputs and the number of performance properties. For instance, 201 configurations of x264 have been systematically measured along five performance properties and using 1397 videos coming from the YouTube User General Content (YUGC) dataset [71], for a total of 1,463,985 measures for x264.

3.1.2. Using input properties to discriminate inputs

To differentiate the inputs directly in the learning process, we computed and added input properties that describe specific characteristics of input data. The input properties are preprocessed into an input feature vector and

---

4Our data and measurement protocol are available and open
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Table 2: An overview of the considered systems in their number of configurations (#Configs), configuration options (#Options), inputs (#Input), and input properties (Input). It should be noted that some options have numerical values. The last column states the performance properties that were measured.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>#Configs</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>#Inputs</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>size, ctime, exec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imagemagick</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>size, time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lingeling</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>#conf, #reduc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nodeJS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>#operations/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poppler</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td>size, time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>15 query times q1-q15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>size, time, cpu, fps, kbs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zz</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>size, time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

concatenated with the configuration features. Input and configuration options jointly form the feature vector that is passed as the input to the machine learning model.

The encoding into a single vector allows statistical learning techniques to operate over a unified encoding to predict performance. Though both are encoded as features, configuration options and input characteristics refer to and describe different entities (i.e., inputs and software configurations respectively). Configuration options directly come from the software and the development activity. They are used to differentiate every single configuration that can be built. Options have been made explicit, traced back and implemented in the code by developers and/or domain experts. On the other hand, characteristics describing inputs are not necessarily made explicit and usually require domain experts to model features that should be both descriptive about the content, helpful for discriminating one input from the other, and also informative for predicting performance. They might not be as differentiating as the ones for configurations as different inputs may result in the same characteristics. In the end, paired with the configuration options, we expect that this feature vector allow us to observe very similar performances from the systems. Some learning approaches can leverage these input properties as predictors (or features) when building or adapting prediction models. Based on domain knowledge, we list hereafter what input properties have been computed for the different sorts of inputs (see also Table 2): for the .c scripts compiled by gcc, the size of the file, the number of imports, methods, literals, for and if loops and the number of lines of code (LOCs); for the images fed to imagemagick, the image size, width and height, category (describing the image content, e.g., ostrich, dragonfly, or koala), and its averaged (r, g, b) pixel value; for SAT formulae processed by lingeling, the size of the .cnf file, the number of variables, or operators, and and operators; for the test suite of nodejs, the size of the .js script, the LOCs, number of functions, variables, if conditions, and for loops; for the .pdf files processed by poppler, the page height and width, the image and pdf sizes, the
number of pages and images per input pdf; for databases queried by SQLite, the number of lines for eight different tables of the database; for input videos encoded by x264, the spatial, temporal, and chunk complexity, the resolution, the encoded frames per second, the CPU usage, the width and height of videos\textsuperscript{4} for the system files compressed by xz, the format and the size.

3.1.3. Separation Training-Test

We randomly split each set of configurations into a training set and a test set. We repeat this with varying proportions of configurations in the training set – we start with 10\% of configurations dedicated to training and then 20\%, 30\%, . . . , up to 90\%. The training set is available for data selection and training of the models, whereas the test set is purely dedicated to evaluating the trained models. To avoid biasing the results with different samplings of configurations, we fix the random seeds so the different techniques work with the same training and test sets. Note that every training is done independently from one model to another and from scratch so that all training procedures do not share any information and start from the same point.

Figure 2: Learning approaches to address the performance prediction problem

3.2. Performance Prediction Models

In this section, we define the different predictive performance models used in the rest of the paper.

3.2.1. Strategies and baselines

In addition to the three learning strategies that we described in Section 2.2 (supervised online learning, offline learning, transfer learning), we consider a baseline that does not learn the specifics of the inputs. The approach, called

\textsuperscript{4}For x264, input properties were already computed in [71]
Average, simply computes the average of configurations’ measurements observed on the input. This is supposed to mimic the behaviour of an end-user that might consider first a configuration of a system (e.g., the default configuration) and then slightly explore the configuration space to have an average of the performance values. This way, the end-user may measure various configurations and approximate the trend of performance values. Average is a better approximation than the systematic use of a single point (e.g., default value) when it comes to predicting the performance of any configuration, especially when inputs change.

An advantage of this approach is that there is no cost for an offshore organization (i.e., the ones that provide pre-trained models). Instead, the baseline applies on demand for every new input (in an online setting). Once the input is received, a set of randomly sampled configurations is executed over the input to retrieve performance measures. The average of these performances is returned, and these are the values that are communicated to the users in the sense that they can expect such performance on average. Obviously, such an averaged configuration does not account for possible variations in the performance of configurable systems. In particular, the average value remains fixed regardless of the configuration we wish to predict performance for, which could possibly lead to a high degree of inaccuracy.

3.2.2. Learning Algorithm

Until now, we described the learning strategies but did not mention which learning algorithms we were using. We chose 4 different algorithms, namely:
1. OLS Regression \cite{57} from Scikit-learn \cite{51}, estimating the performance value with a weighted sum of variables. It is not designed for complex cases;
2. Decision Tree \cite{55} from Scikit-learn, using decision rules to separate the configurations into sets and then predicting the performance separately for each set;
3. Random Forest \cite{49} from Scikit-learn, an ensemble algorithm based on bagging, combining the knowledge of different decision trees to make its prediction;
4. Gradient Boosting Tree \cite{18} from XGBoost \cite{10}, also derived from Decision Tree. Unlike Random Forest training different trees, gradient boosting aims at improving one tree by specialising its rules of decision at each step.

These are prevalent algorithms and are commonly used for tabular data. We do not include deep learning or neural networks since we do not have lots of measurements in an online setting, which is usually a requirement, and since these methods are still commonly outperformed by random forests or gradient boosting \cite{58, 20}. We train each machine learning algorithm with its default parameters, if not stated otherwise. The optimal parameters for an algorithm are dependent on the dataset, its size, and the performance property. As a result, they are necessary to be adjusted on a per-case basis.
3.3. Selecting Algorithms (RQ₁)

First, we address RQ₁ - How do different machine learning algorithms compare for establishing a relevant performance prediction model? We decompose it into three parts, that jointly answer the research question.

3.3.1. Why using machine learning?

Our first goal is to state whether machine learning is suited to address the performance prediction problem. To assess the benefit of using machine learning, we compare the Average baseline to different learning algorithms. We implement them in an online setting, i.e., we use the supervised online approach; given the input of the user, we want to estimate its performance distribution. This is a prediction for one input at a time.

3.3.2. Which machine learning algorithm to use?

This evaluation is also the opportunity to compare these learning algorithms and search for the one that outperforms the others. We also study the evolution of their prediction errors with increasing training sizes. We consider those listed in Section 3.2.2. After training them on the training set, we predict the performance distribution of the test set and compute the prediction error. We repeat it for all combinations of system, inputs, and performance properties. As prediction error, we rely on the Mean Absolute Percentage Error [40]. In Figure 3, we display the average MAPE values for various training sizes.

3.3.3. What is the benefit of hyperparameter tuning?

Finally, we want to estimate how much accuracy we could expect to gain when we tune the hyperparameters of learning algorithms. To do so, we rely on a grid search [5] for hyperparameter tuning. We compute the training duration and prediction errors of these algorithms, with and without tuning their hyperparameters, and report the average difference for both.

3.4. Selecting Inputs (RQ₂)

RQ₁ studies the effectiveness of machine learning. However, different ways of selecting inputs during the data collection or a different number of inputs could alter the accuracy of the final performance model. Then, we address RQ₂ - How to select an appropriate set of inputs for training a performance prediction model? We separate this into three questions.

3.4.1. How many inputs do we need to learn an accurate predictive performance model?

From the perspective of a user in charge of the training, adding an input to measure incurs a computational cost and should be justified by an improvement of the model. So, what is the effect of adding new inputs on the accuracy of predictive performance models? How many inputs do we need to reach a decent level of accuracy? We aim at minimising the number of inputs used in the training while maximising the accuracy of the obtained model. To do so, in
this part of the evaluation, we train different performance models using various
numbers of inputs and compare their prediction errors.

Then, once the number of inputs is fixed, we search if there is any benefit
in precisely and methodologically selecting the inputs for data collection and
model training. Does it bring any improvement over the random selection of
inputs? Do the different inputs used in the training set change the final predic-
tive performance model accuracy? Depending on the offline budget of the user,
we have different objectives.

3.4.2. How to select the input data for an offline setting?

If the offline budget is restricted, a.k.a. the offline setting, the goal is to
constitute a representative set of inputs to learn from, in order to build a per-
formance model that will generalise as much as possible. We care about selecting
diverse and representative inputs, in order to predict accurate results whatever
the input data. For this setting, we compare the following input selections:
1. Random - Using a uniform distribution to decide which inputs should be

   included in the training;

2. K-means - Based on input properties, we apply K-means clustering to dif-

   ferentiate clusters of inputs with distinct characteristics. To increase the
diversity in the selection, we pick the inputs closest to the center of the clus-
ters;

3. HDBScan - Similar to the previous technique but with another clustering

   algorithm, namely the HDBScan [39], using density-based instead of means-

   based [5];

4. Submodular (Selection) - This technique computes a similarity matrix be-

   tween the different inputs of a software system and optimises facility location

   functions [31] to choose a representative set of inputs [56].

For this offline setting, we implement the supervised offline approach with a
Gradient Boosting (best in Section 4.1.2). Once the input selection technique
chose the input, we include all related measurements in the training set. The
test set is then composed of the measurements of all other inputs, not selected.
To avoid biasing the machine learning model with different scales of performance
distribution, we choose to standardise [13] all performance properties. But it
has a drawback: since their values are close to zero, it artificially increases
the MAPE values. To overcome this, we switch to the Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) [40]. Since the performance property is standardised, we assume that
models with MAE values inferior to 0.2 are good – way better than the expected
average distance $\frac{\pi}{2} \simeq 1.13$ [64] between two points selected uniformly. We repeat
the prediction 20 times and depict the average MAE (y-axis, left) in Figure 4
for different input selection techniques (lines) and number of inputs (x-axis) on
a per-system basis. We added the number of training samples (y-axis, right).
Except for gcc and xz, x-axis are in log scale.

---

5 We rely on this implementation: https://hdbscan.readthedocs.io/

6 We rely on this implementation: https://apricot-select.readthedocs.io/
3.4.3. How to select the input data for an online setting?

If the offline budget is low, a.k.a., in the online setting, then we must be efficient and focus on predicting the performance distribution for the current input of the user. For this setting, we implement a transfer learning approach: the input of the user becomes the target input, and the candidate input becomes the source input. In this online setting, the goal of input selection becomes to find one good source input that is as close as possible to the current input of the user - in terms of characteristics and performance. The choice of a good source should improve the performance prediction of the transfer learning approach [32]. We propose the following input selections:

1. **Random** - Same baseline as in the offline setting;
2. **Closest (Input) Properties** - Two inputs sharing common characteristics might also share common performance distributions. Following this reasoning, to improve the performance prediction, we have to select an input whose properties are similar to the current input's properties. To do so, we compute the MAE between the properties of the current input and the properties of all the candidate inputs. We pick the input obtaining the smallest MAE value;
3. **Closest Performance** - We use the few measurements already measured on the current input. For these, we compute the Spearman correlation [27] between the performance distribution of the current input and all the candidate inputs. Finally, we select the candidate with the highest correlation;
4. **Input Clustering (& Random)** - With the help of a K-Means algorithm, we form different clusters of inputs based on their properties. We randomly pick a candidate input in the cluster of the current input.

For this question, we use Gradient Boosting. We display the median MAPE results over 10 predictions for all software systems, performance properties and number of inputs in Table 3.

3.5. Selecting Configurations (RQ3)

In this section, we vary the budgets of (1) inputs and (2) configurations used to constitute the training set fed to the model. **RQ3 - How does the number of measured configurations affect the performance prediction models?** In this research question, we compare the accuracy of models according to the numbers of inputs and configurations used during their training, answering these questions:

3.5.1. What is the best tradeoff between selecting inputs and sampling configurations?

For a fixed number of configurations, we study the evolution of the accuracy with the number of considered inputs. Is it better to measure lots of configurations or numerous inputs? Since the evaluation is designed to improve the generalization of the model, it mostly relates to models trained in an offline setting. Therefore, we implement the offline approach, fix the algorithm to Gradient Boosting and use the random baseline as input selection technique. We repeat the experiment 20 times. In Figure 5, we depict the MAE (colour) for various numbers of inputs (x-axis) and configurations (y-axis).
We are then interested to look at the impact of the number of configurations on the accuracy of three input-aware approaches (transfer learning vs supervised online; offline learning vs supervised online).

3.5.2. Is it better to use the transfer learning or the supervised online approach?

Depending on the online budget of the user, it can be worth (or not) to transfer the knowledge from one input to another. If the online budget is high, we guess there is no need to transfer, i.e., we do not use transfer learning. If this budget is low, we can benefit from the transfer learning approach. How much online budget justifies the decision for transfer learning? To answer this, we implement both approaches with different numbers of configurations on the target input. We use Gradient Boosting and predict the performance spanning all systems and performance properties. Due to outliers drastically increasing the average value, we compute the median MAPE instead of the average. In Figure 6, we display the MAPE value (y-axis) for different budgets of configurations (x-axis).

3.5.3. Should we train performance models offline or online?

To answer this question, we compare the supervised offline approach to the supervised online approach w.r.t. MAE. We predict performance implementing both approaches and compute the MAE value for different training size – varying from 10% to 90% of the configurations available per input. Figure 7 displays the results for both approaches, i.e., the average MAE on all software systems and performance properties.

4. Evaluation

We report the results following the protocol of Section 3.

4.1. Selecting Algorithms (RQ1)

4.1.1. Is using ML relevant in the context of predictive performance modelling?

Figure 3 shows the benefits of using ML as compared to the Average baseline. It appears that ML techniques clearly outperform the average performance value predicted by the baseline for all training sizes. The key indicator to study is the evolution of errors with increasing training proportions; while the baseline’s accuracy does not progress with additional measurements, the learning algorithms improve their prediction, from 12% to 3% error.

4.1.2. Which ML algorithm to use?

While ML is generally beneficial, the prediction quality varies between the different algorithms. For instance, OLS Regression generally leads to bad results, e.g., 22% of error with 10% of the configurations. Unlike the OLS regression, tree-based learning algorithms take advantage of the addition of new measurements. For a budget of 50% of the configurations, their median prediction goes under the 5% of error, which is encouraging. This result of 5% is
only valid in average; the prediction will be better for a few software systems, e.g., imagemagick or x264, but does not hold for others, e.g., lingeling or poppler. Though there is no big difference between these three learning algorithms, we observe slightly better predictions for Random Forest compared to Decision Trees, and for Gradient Boosting compared to Random Forest.
Figure 4: Offline setting with Gradient Boosting (best) and different input selection techniques: Influence of input selection and the number of inputs (lower MAPE = better).
4.1.3. What is the benefit of hyperparameter tuning?

Our results found that hyperparameter search improves the MAPE on average by $8 \pm 16\%$ within a range of $3 \rightarrow 37\%$ but also requires on average 120 times more training time when doing a grid search of estimator parameters. It should be noted that this is an improvement in percent, not percentage points. While the exact overhead of hyperparameter search is dependent on the number of configuration options of the model and the search method, we note that the overall benefit on the datasets is limited. This is especially confirmed by the observation that the best-found hyperparameters were changing depending on both the system and the size of the training dataset. For simplicity of the setup, the rest of the evaluation uses the default parameters of each model, if not otherwise noted.

**RQ$_1$** Machine learning is well-suited to address the predictive performance modelling problem over configurations and inputs. It outperforms the Average baseline as it makes more accurate predictions. Our results also show that using tree-based learning should be favoured over OLS Regression. These tree-based algorithms reach decent levels of errors with reasonable online budgets, between 5% and 10% relative error for most of the cases, and potentially improved by 8% when tuning hyperparameters.

4.2. Selecting Inputs (RQ$_2$)

4.2.1. How many inputs are needed to learn an accurate predictive performance model?

Measuring inputs differs across software systems: measuring 5 inputs represents $5 \times 201 = 1005$ configurations for x264 but only $5 \times 30 = 150$ for xz. Figure 4 shows that the performance model reaches its lowest error threshold when considering about 20 inputs. Results are thus easier to interpret on systems with more inputs, as compared to gcc and xz. There are however more difficult cases, e.g., Node.js and poppler, in our experiment that might require more inputs to improve the accuracy of the prediction. To get a consistent prediction, we recommend the user to measure at least 25 inputs with a sufficient number of configurations per input.

4.2.2. How to select the input data for an offline setting?

In an offline setting, we seek to train a generalized model for all inputs; the selected inputs are supposed to be representative of the diverse set of inputs to be expected during deployment. Figure 4 presents our results. As expected, with an increased number of selected inputs, the influence of the input selection decreases. The input selection is especially important for small numbers of inputs. The evaluation shows that our techniques kmeans, submodular and hdbscan fail to beat the random baseline when selecting the inputs prior to
the training of the model. There is no clear outperforming technique of input selection. These results could be explained by multiple factors: (1) the input properties processed by the input selections are not sufficient to differentiate the inputs (2) our baseline focuses on selecting different profiles of inputs, while it may be more efficient to select a set of average-like inputs. Out of this result, we advise keeping it simple and adopting the random baseline.

4.2.3. How to select the input data for an online setting?

In an online setting, we specifically build a model for the current input and select a similar input to transfer the knowledge from. Table 3 details the results for the different input selections, as the median MAPE results over 10 predictions for all software systems, performance properties, and the number of inputs. Unlike the offline setting, our input selection techniques were able to beat the random baseline, the best input selection technique being the Closest Performance with an average MAPE around 3.8, followed by the Closest Properties (4.2) and the Input Clustering (4.7). Wilcoxon signed-rank tests [59] (with significance levels at 0.05) confirm that predictions related to different input selections are significantly different from those using the random baseline: $p = 0.0$ for Closest Performance, $p = 1 \times 10^{-184}$ for Closest Properties and $p = 1 \times 10^{-27}$ for the Input Clustering. Therefore, and to continue to provide guidance for users, we advise using the Closest Performance to select the input in an online setting. But beyond the raw comparison of error values, beating the Random baseline with the Closest Property technique is a strong result. Empirically, it validates that these input properties are valuable to compute and should be
Table 3: Online Setting - Influence of input selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Selection</th>
<th>MAPE (%)</th>
<th>Training Time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closest Properties</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closest Performance</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Clustering</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

included in the models to improve the prediction. Besides, the evaluation shows that training times are negligible.

\[RQ_2\] In an offline setting, the results show that diversification of inputs (rather than configurations) should be prioritized by using uniform distribution to select inputs, i.e., the random baseline. In an online setting, the performance correlations technique gains about 1.4 point of error compared to a random selection of inputs. Our results empirically validate the important role of input properties when predicting software performance, i.e., pretrained performance models (offline) can be reused under the condition input properties are computed and leveraged online.

4.3. Selecting Configurations (RQ₃)

4.3.1. What is the best trade-off between selecting inputs and sampling configurations?

According to Figure 5 results, diversifying the inputs is more effective than selecting different configurations to train an input-aware performance model. But for a fixed budget of inputs, there is a slight improvement in accuracy when increasing the number of configurations. As a result, both should be combined to obtain the best possible model. Overall, the ideal budget – both in terms of inputs and configurations – highly depends on the expected level of errors combined with the difficulty of learning a predictive performance model for the software under test. For instance, predicting the performance of `imagemagick` is relatively easy, with an average MAE value at 0.06. For this software system, picking 25 inputs is almost already a waste of resources, we do not need that much data - 5 inputs is already enough with 30% of the configurations. Other systems are harder to learn from, e.g., `lingeling` with an average MAE of 0.76. For these, we recommend increasing the number of inputs and configurations.

The MAE obtained on the training set should be used as a proxy to estimate the difficulty of predicting the performance of the software under test. The greater its value, the greater the budget needed to learn an accurate model.
4.3.2. Is it better to use transfer learning or a supervised online approach?

With the input selection technique set to Closest Performance and whatever the percentage of configurations used in the training, the transfer approach always outperforms the supervised online approach, as shown in Figure 6. This strong result demonstrates the importance of capitalizing on the existing measurements, measured in an offline setting. Hence, if we are able to create representative sets of inputs for each software system (thanks to Closest Performance), then transfer learning becomes the best approach to use.

However, the strategy of picking the source input among all the inputs of our dataset is not always possible – it requires a high offline budget. We consider another scenario where we put ourselves in the situation of a user with a low offline budget i.e., not able to select an ideal source input. We thus add the comparison of transfer learning with a random input selection baseline. Even in this case, we still outperform the supervised approach for less than 55% of the configurations. But this transfer with random selection has an expiration date; after a training proportion of 55% - represented by the arrow on the graph, it leads to negative transfer: the added measurements (of the source) become noisy data interfering with the training of the target model.

4.3.3. Should we train performance models offline or online?

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the two supervised approaches, offline and online, depending on how many configurations are used as part of the training. The first point we notice is the slow progression of the supervised offline approach, only from 0.37 to 0.30 between 10% and 90% of configurations.

A possible explanation is that it is so hard to generalize over the input dimension that it hides the benefit of adding configurations. While when considering only one input at a time, this difference in performance distributions does not bother the training of the machine learning model. Nevertheless, comparing the
raw numbers provides a straight answer to the initial question: unless the online budget is really low, if the choice between a supervised offline and a supervised online approach occurs, one should definitely prefer the online approach. But this finding has to be contextualized w.r.t. cost and effectiveness. From the point of view of the final user, the computation of measurements in an online setting to build a performance model will always last longer than offline prediction, using an already-trained model. Yet, when users have an online budget (even a small one), they should always prefer the online approach compared to the offline approach. Stated differently, the supervised offline approach should be adopted for lack of a better solution, as the last approach to implement when users cannot afford to measure configurations in an online setting.

**RQ3** Supervised online learning quickly outperforms the offline learning version. With more than 20% of configurations for training, online learning already shows a lower MAE on average than its offline counterpart. We come up with the following high-level recommendation: 1) if the online budget is low, transfer learning should be used; 2) with a substantial online budget (55% of the configurations in our experiments), it might be better to use the supervised online approach; 3) offline learning without transfer should be avoided, except for very small online configuration budgets.

5. Discussion

Each part of the evaluation provides a recommendation for the three user profiles defined in Section 2.1 depending on the trade-off between their offline
and their online budgets. This discussion summarizes our findings while answering RQ$_1$ to RQ$_3$ and turns these findings into recommendations and actionable rules, thus guiding the user to solve the performance prediction problem. **How to help users predict their software performance, whatever be the input data and their configuration?**

Depending on the available online budget, we distinguish the following cases:

- If the user has a **high online budget** (e.g., user persona $C$) we recommend using the supervised online approach (Sec. 4.3.3) with a Gradient Boosting Tree implementation (Sec. 4.1.2) and tuned hyperparameters (Sec. 4.1.3). In that case, users can expect low prediction errors. Assuming configurations' measurement has been collected, learning a performance model from scratch for each unique input is the ideal scenario, as is the case with a large online budget.

- If the user has a **low online budget**, we can also recommend the supervised online approach, but cannot promise outstanding performance estimations. Hence, if a representative set of inputs has already been measured *i.e.*, with a big offline budget (as for user persona $B$) we rather recommend using the transfer learning approach (Sec. 4.3.2) with a Gradient Boosting algorithm and using the closest performance input selection technique (Sec. 4.2.3). Our experiments show that the performance predictions of user persona $B$, who is counting on inputs in an offline setting, will outperform the online predictions of user persona $C$ whatever be the budget of configurations for reasonable budgets of configurations;

- If the user has **no online budget** (e.g., the user persona $A$), then the available offline budget is key. If the offline budget is low, there is no silver bullet: since we cannot guarantee low errors with our models, it is probably better to avoid predicting than providing a poor estimation of software performance. If the user has access to a diverse set of configurations’ measurements over different inputs (high offline budget), then we can advise using the supervised offline approach (Sec. 4.3.3) implementing a Gradient Boosting algorithm with a random selection of inputs (see Sec. 4.2.2).

Figure 8 summarizes these rules of thumb into a flow diagram. We also depict likely locations for user personas $A$, $B$ and $C$ at the end of the decision process, based on our previous recommendations, as well as the observed relative errors from our experiments. These observed errors serve as a rule-of-thumb, but are, of course, not directly transferable to other systems and setups.

As a limitation of our work, we highlight that it is difficult to learn the performance distribution for a few software systems *e.g.*, lingeling, poppler, and even **Node.js** For these systems, the prediction errors are above 20% when implementing a supervised offline approach with tight budgets of configurations or inputs. It is worth noticing that a computational effort in terms of measurements is requested *i.e.*, to measure more than the general and averaged threshold of 25 inputs on average. The requested amount of inputs on a per-system basis
is documented in the companion repository\textsuperscript{7}. This is potentially related to the impact of individual features on the performance metric, i.e. the spread of the correlation, which was investigated in concurrent work for the same dataset as used in this paper \cite{34}. For the difficult-to-learn software systems, there are multiple features that have a high impact on the performance metric \cite{34, Table 4}, leading to a more difficult-to-learn objective landscape for the regression task.

Our results relate further to the existing body of work and confirm some of the results previously found. For example, BEETLE \cite{32} highlights the importance of selecting the right input-specific source(s) for transfer learning to maximize the accuracy and mitigate the risk of negative transfer, a problem similar to the input selection we consider in $RQ_2$. In \cite{26}, it is discussed in which scenarios transfer learning is more applicable compared to when it might lead to a negative transfer. The applicability is found to be hindered by a higher severity of the change between the original training environment and the target prediction environment to which the model is transferred. This problem of negative transfer in variability modelling was similarly confirmed for the Linux kernel in \cite{37}. The negative transfer problem underlines the importance of establishing a training set that is as broad and diverse as possible, in order to best fit the data distribution that the model will apply during deployment. The closer the target environment, albeit new inputs, configurations, or other variability aspects, is to the environments from which the training data was collected, the smaller the risk of a negative transfer and the better the performance prediction quality.

\textsuperscript{7}See \url{https://github.com/simula-vias/input-aware-performance-models/blob/main/src/when_to_stop_measuring_inputs.ipynb}
6. Threats to Validity

A first threat to validity is linked to the data we are using: since we rely on a dataset [34], we are exposed to the same threats to validity. In particular, an error in the measurement protocol could invalidate our results. Besides, we do not consider all the possible configuration options of the software systems. The fact that it includes multiple software systems (8 in total) and a consequent number of performance measurements (roughly two million when considering the different performance properties) is supposed to alleviate these threats. A second threat to validity relates to the input properties computed in Section 3.1.2. Since we are not domain experts of each of the eight software systems considered in this experiment, we cannot validate the construction of such properties, i.e., it is likely that there is an opportunity to craft more expressive input properties. To the best of our knowledge, which input properties to use in order to improve the performance prediction remains an open question [11, 75]. Furthermore, we neglect their computational cost. As we mentioned, being able to report precisely the properties can be a tedious problem. Measures need to be precise, external factors need to be mitigated as much as possible to reduce potential interactions with the measurements, etc. Being meticulous about these aspects may drastically increase the cost to get such measurements and ultimately threaten the results of Section 4.2.2 or overestimate the benefit of the supervised offline approach. Another threat to validity is related to the randomness in machine learning methods, subject to modifications in their predictions. To reduce these stochastic effects, we (1) fix the random seed to feed the same training and test sets to all models and have comparable results and (2) repeat the experiments 20 times. Finally, we acknowledge that we relied on already existing libraries and implementations. These can be buggy or present some inaccuracies that may favour our results. We choose to use ML implementations coming from scikit-learn which is one of the most popular Python ML libraries at the moment. Its community is active and sensitive to these aspects, we can assume that if such a problem would exist, it would have been discovered and fixed quickly.

7. Related Work

Machine learning and configurable systems. Machine learning techniques have been widely considered in the literature to learn software configuration spaces [52, 54, 43, 25, 26, 68, 41, 45, 48, 19, 12, 16, 23]. Several works have proposed to predict the performance of configurations, with several use-cases in mind for developers and users of configurable systems [50, 12, 63, 62]: the maintenance and interpretability of configuration spaces, the exploration of trade-offs in the configuration space, the automated specialization of configurable systems, or simply taking informed decisions when choosing a suited configuration. The selection of an optimal configuration [48, 19, 17] is also an extensive line of research. We do not target the problem of finding an optimal configuration in this article. Though prediction model can be leveraged, more targeted and
effective techniques have been proposed to find an optimal configuration \cite{17}. Most of the studies support learning models restrictive to specific static settings, such that a new prediction model has to be learned from scratch once the environment changes. The variability of input data exacerbates the problem and questions the generalization of configuration knowledge, e.g., a configuration is only optimal for a given input.

**Input sensitivity of configurable systems.** Input sensitivity has been partly considered in some specific research works. Let us take the video encoding \cite{38} as an example: Pereira et al. \cite{3} study the effect of sampling training data from the configuration space on \textit{x264} configuration performance models for 19 input videos on two performance properties. Netflix conducts a large-scale study for comparing the compression performance of \textit{x264}, \textit{x265}, and \textit{libvpx} \cite{1}. 5000 12-second clips from the Netflix catalogue were used, covering a wide range of genres and signal characteristics. However, only two configurations were considered and the focus of the study was not on predicting performances. Our study covers much more inputs, systems, and performance properties. Valov et al. \cite{67} proposed a method to transfer the Pareto frontiers (encoding time and size) of performances across heterogeneous hardware environments. Yet, the inputs (video) remain fixed, which is an immediate threat to validity. In fact, this threat is shared by numerous studies on configurable systems that consider configurations with the same input video (see \cite{52} for the references). In response, we carefully assess numerous combinations of learning approaches, algorithms, and input selections to deal with input sensitivity. Input sensitivity is both the root cause hidden behind the need of input-aware performance models and the reason why these models may fail at predicting software performance whatever their input is. If there were no interaction at all between inputs and configurations, a simple performance model for all inputs would suffice. Based on this work combined with \cite{34}, our conjecture is as follows: the more input-sensitive a software system is, the more difficult (and costly) it is to train an efficient input-aware performance model.

The input sensitivity issue has also been identified — and sometimes dealt with — in some other domains: SAT solvers \cite{75,17}, compilation \cite{53,11}, data compression \cite{29}, database management \cite{69,14}, cloud computing \cite{15,36,12}, etc. These works purposely leverage the specifics of their domain. However, it is unclear how proposed techniques could be adapted to any domain and all software systems \cite{12}. Thus, We favour a generic, domain-agnostic approach (e.g., transfer learning) as part of our study. Importantly, most of these works pursue the objective of optimizing the performance of a software system according to a given input (workload). In contrast, we consider the problem of predicting the performance of any configuration. Our key goal is to investigate how configuration knowledge can be generalized or transferred among inputs.

**Transfer learning.** Transfer learning has been considered for configurable software systems, with the idea of transferring knowledge across different computing environments etc. The promise is to reduce measurements’ efforts and costs over configurations. Jamshidi et al. define Learning to Sample (L2S) \cite{20} that combines an exploitation of the source and an exploration of the target to
sample a list of configurations. As many other transfer learning works \cite{4}, L2S is applied to transfer performance of executing environments (e.g., hardware changes), not input changes. L2S could be adapted as part of transfer learning (see Figure 2). However, L2S is highly sensitive to the selection of a source (an input) for a given target (another input). Martin et al. develop TEAMs \cite{37}, a transfer learning approach predicting the performance distribution of the Linux kernel using the measurements of its previous releases. Valov et al. showed that linear models are effective to transfer knowledge across different hardware environments \cite{68}. However, inputs can significantly alter performance distributions e.g., Pearson correlations can be close to 0 for some pairs of inputs, systems, and performance properties. There is not necessarily a linear correlation and relationship, as for hardware changes. We assess model shifting as part of transfer learning. There are many studies in the literature of software engineering applying transfer learning for defect prediction \cite{7, 35, 46, 9, 70}. They are used for handling a classification problem instead of a regression problem as in our case. Additionally, while researchers commonly utilize software quality metrics as predictive features for cross-software defects, our approach differs as we leverage configuration options to forecast performance. Beyond software systems, transfer learning is subject to intensive research in many domains (e.g., image processing, natural language processing) \cite{50, 73, 78}. Different kinds of data, assumptions, and tasks have been considered. The interplay between configuration options and inputs calls to tackle a regression problem over tabular data that differ from images or textual content. Some techniques are simply not applicable in our context. Another specificity of our problem is that there is this open question on how to select and adapt the source for a given target (here: a new input fed to a configurable system). Overall, we design transfer learning techniques that leverage characteristics of inputs and that can operate over tabular data.

In this paper, transfer learning techniques targeting the interplay between inputs and configurations work best if the source and the target inputs are close to each other (in terms of performance profiles \cite{11}). To this matter and for this specific context, the most important part is neither the used ML algorithm nor the way to transfer the knowledge, but just to associate the right source input to the target input under prediction. Two insights regarding this finding: 1. to be optimal, transfer learning might require an additional offline effort (i.e., measuring potential source inputs) to work best, even if the technique is supposed to be labelled as online, so we can pick the best source input among a sufficient set of inputs; 2. More than comparing TL techniques with each other, future efforts should be focusing the optimal association of inputs, how to find the best source input given the current target input. Our current proposition, deriving input properties as metrics between inputs to select the best source, can be seen as an extension of the bellwether effect (e.g., used by BEETLE \cite{32}), stating there exists a unique source input leading to superior transfer results whatever the target.

**Selection problem.** The automated algorithm selection problem is subject to intensive research \cite{28, 22, 75, 65}: given a computational problem, a set
of algorithms, and a specific problem instance to be solved, the problem is to
determine which of the algorithms can be selected to perform best on that in-
stance. Techniques have substantially improved the State-of-the-Art in solving
many prominent artificial intelligent problems, such as SAT, CSP, QBF, ASP,
or scheduling problems [28]. For instance, SATZilla uses machine learning to
select the most effective algorithm from a portfolio of SAT solvers for a given
SAT formula [75]. There are several differences in our work. First, we target
the problem of predicting the performance of any configuration as opposed to
finding an optimal system. Second, in our case, the set comprises all (valid)
configurations of a single, parameterized, configurable system. In the auto-
mated algorithm setting, the set of algorithms come from different individual
software implementation and systems. As stated in [28] (Section 6), our problem
differs and is still open because (1) the space of valid configurations to select
from is typically very large; (2) learning the mapping from instance features
(i.e., inputs’ properties) to configurations is challenging. We precisely address
this problem in this article, considering a large dataset and multiple learning
approaches.

8. Conclusion

Due to the interactions between inputs and configurations, predicting the
performance property of a software configurable system whatever the input data
is non-trivial and yet of practical importance. In particular, performance mod-
els trained on a single input can quickly become inaccurate and useless when
used over other inputs. This lack of generalizability and practicality suggests
to investigate solutions for learning input-aware performance models. In this
article, we empirically evaluated the effectiveness of different learning strategies
(offline learning, supervised online learning, transfer learning) and user personas
when addressing this problem. We leveraged a large dataset comprising 8 soft-
ware systems, hundreds of configurations and inputs, and dozens of performance
properties, spanning a total of 1,941,075 configurations’ measurements.

Our study empirically proves that measuring the performance of configura-
tions on multiple inputs leads to 1) learning the complexity of predictive perfor-
ance models; 2) training models which are robust to the change of input data.
Offline learning can build configuration knowledge that pays off and benefits to
online learning when a new input needs to be processed. We emphasize the need
to compute relevant input properties (e.g., video characteristics) as part of the
learning to discriminate the different inputs fed to the software system. As fu-
ture work, we plan to consider input-aware optimization methods. The problem
would differ: instead of transferring the whole performance distribution across
inputs and configurations, optimization pursues the goal of finding a single opti-
mal point, typically through the transfer of some configuration knowledge across
inputs.
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